Line Arrangements

“Linear designs” or “line arrangements” are vase arrangements featuring a wide range of geometric shapes. They are also sometimes also known as “high style” designs. They can be verticals. They can be horizontals. They can be triangles. Typically they are constructed in foam bases. They may be used for a wide range of occasions from weddings to decorating the home, to parties, to even expressions of sympathy. They can be pure in the sense of being a very definite, obvious shape or can be a hybrids or interpretations. You will definitely enjoy the range of line arrangement “how-to-do-its” available for you to buy!

006PPV Cheerful Spring Basket
007PPV Classical Elegance Line Design
008PPV Classical Elegance Line Design 2
013PPV Elegant Bird of Paradise Design
024PPV How To Honor Your Favorite Football Team
039PPV Winter Vase Arrangement
040PPV Winter Vase Arrangement-High Style
047PPV Fun Vase Arrangements
048PPV The Four Seasons--Fall/Spring
049PPV Incredible Vertical Arrangements
What Should I Buy?
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